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‘The most beautiful, versatile and strongest one-piece pool available’

Ceramic Pools
for a finish that actually sparkles
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‘The most beautiful, versatile and strongest one-piece pool available’
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One-piece Pools Versatility
A swimming pool should not just be a swimming pool, but a
centre of activity and relaxation for the whole family.
The Aqua Technics One Piece Pool’s offer complete versatility
with options that can be incorporated to suit your individual
needs.
Both pools offer a good free swimming area, well designed
step sections and deep end ‘swim out ledges’ as standard.
You could turn your pool into a complete exercise pool with
a Fluvo Counter Current Swim Jet, or turn the seating area
into a spa bath and relax the stresses of the day away.

Own Your Dream

At night, the underwater light will illuminate your garden with
dancing reflections from the pool water – an ideal backdrop
for a summer garden party.

It has never been more affordable to own your dream, with
your very own swimming pool right outside in your garden.
A pool has something to offer everyone in the family, whether
its for fitness or recreation, socialising or just plain, good old
fashioned fun for the children or grandchildren.

Crystalite Blue

the one-piece
poolsPools
Ceramic
One-Piece
Azure Blue
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For A Finish That
Actually Sparkles
We understand that you want your
pool to look as good as new for years
and years to come.

Family time is precious, and owning your own swimming pool
will provide a focal point in your home to draw family and
friends together. With the cost of entertaining children at a
premium, and the choices limited, you can relax while they
play, safe at home where they belong.

The beautiful depth of colour is
exceptionally stable due to the dual
layer Crystalite™ interior finish.

An Aqua Technics One Piece Pool will give you all of this, as
well as adding beauty to your garden and value to your home.
“fun for all the family”

A UV stabilised clear gel coat
containing the sparkle and 3D effect
protects the pool interior from the
effects of UV light, water and chemicals
resulting in a range of extraordinarily
fade resistant colours.
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Ceramic One-Piece Pools
Safety

by applying seven specialised layers to a

With your family’s safety in mind, the

precisely engineered mould. The first two layers

pool floor, steps, seats and top edge

make up the dual layer Crystalite™, the most unique

beam have a non-slip finish.

surface finish available worldwide for swimming pools.The

“let the children
entertain themselves
in the superb
Aqua Technics
one-piece pool”

next layer is the first structural layer, which also acts as a
The pool floor also has a gentle slope

chemical resistant corrosion barrier.

from the shallow end to the deep end
One of the main reasons you will be pleased you choose

with no dramatic changes in depth.

an Aqua Technics pool is the fourth layer – the unique
For added safety, you could consider the

Ceramic Composite Core, which provides the pool’s

optional Coverstar Automatic Safety

outstanding features and acts as a complete water barrier.

Cover which completely seals the pool.

The fifth and sixth layers are engineered to provide
maximum strength and rigidity to the pool.Technical

Operated by the touch of a button and

additives increase the stiffness of the final structural

optional ‘in-pit’ installation means your

laminate by 47% over conventional systems. The final layer

pool is protected through the summer

seals off the laminate from external influences.

Unparalleled Strength

and the winter.

It is all a process that takes skill and care, but the end

By introducing the unique Ceramic Composite Core into

result is something that will last and last and always look

the pool construction, the rigidity, strength and insulation

beautiful. After all, that’s what you want when you invest in

of the pool is dramatically increased. Each pool is created

a pool of your own.

2 Layer Crystalite™ - Interior Finish

Clear gel coat
with 3D colour

Vinyl ester
colour gel coat

Vinyl ester
corrosion barrier

Unique Ceramic
Composite Core

Structural
laminate

Exterior protective
finish coat

“relax away the stresses of the day the perfect way to unwind”
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Peace Of Mind
Taking the decision to own your own
pool is a big step, and you would be
right to demand the most
technologically advanced pool built of
the best materials available. All Aqua
Technics pools are produced to a
very high standard in a quality
controlled factory environment.
The whole process is constantly
checked, with each layer assessed
during application to eliminate
variability in the manufacturing
process. Stringent controls apply to
the bonding between all layers to
ensure a strong and structurally sound
pool and each individual pool is
checked by a quality controller prior
to despatch, ensuring that your pool is
nothing less than the quality you
expect to give you years of trouble
free swimming.
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Dimensions & Accessories
1.02
deep

1.83
deep

4150

Hydroswim Pumps - available in
different sizes to suit your pool to
ensure correct circulation.

Hydroswim Filters - to help
keep your pool crystal clear and
inviting.

Dolphin Magic Pool Cleaner to keep your pool water clean and
free from leaves and debris.

Maintenance Equipement - a
full range of cleaning products to
assist you with the upkeep of the
pool

Certikin Oil Boilers - the most
comprehensive oil fired heater on
the market.

Pool Chemicals - essential for
keeping your water crystal clear
and safe for you and your family.

Pool Covers & Rollers - to
keep water temperature up and so
help with the running costs.

Calorex Range of Outdoor
Heat Pumps - efficient, low cost
method of heating your pool.

Certikin Gas Heaters - versatile
and available in natural and
propane gas, indoor and outdoor.

7740

AT24:12
Interior length:
Width:
Depth:

7.34m
3.65m
1.02m to 1.83m

All measurements +/- 50mm

1.03m
deep

1.98
deep

4140
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10810

AT10:40
Interior length:
Width:
Depth:

10.5m
3.80m
1.03 to 1.98m

All measurements +/- 50mm
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Installation of a one-piece pool - easy!

The hole excavated and base prepared ready for the pool.

Even the tightest places are accessible

The pool is dropped directly into the hole - simple!

Back fill and add water, the pool is ready to go!!

The crane easily lifts the pool from the front over the house.
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If you should require further technical information
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Certikin International Ltd
Witan Park, Avenue 2
Station Lane Industrial Estate
Witney, Oxfordshire
OX28 4FJ
Tel: 01993 778855 Fax: 01993 778620

ISO 9002
REGISTERED COMPANY

NATIONAL
ACCREDITATION
OF CERTIFICATION
BODIES

CERTIFICATE REGISTRATION NUMBER 7660

